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Abstract 
Spectral methods of graph partitioning have be(oll shown to provi(k a pow-
erful approach to the image segmentation problem. In this paper, we adopt 
a different approach, based on mtimating the isoperimetric constant of an 
image graph. Our algorithm produces the high quality segmentations and 
data clustering of speetral methods, but with improved speed and stability. 
1 Introduction 
The application of graph theoretic rncthods to spatial pattern ana.lysis has 
a. long history, including the pioneering work of Zalm [l] 011 minimal span-
ning tree clustering, the development of connectivity graph a.lgorithrns for 
space-variant smwors by \Afallacc et al. [2], and the seminal work on image 
segmentation, Vmncd "Ncuts" by Shi and Ma.lik [3]. One reason for this 
interest is that the segmentation quality of Ncnts and other graph-based s<Og-
nwntation methods [4, G, G] is very good. However, there am sev(;ral otlJcr 
important advantages of graph-based scnc;or c;trategies. 
1.1 Motivation for using graph theoretic approaches 
in image processing 
'flwrc arc at least four distinct reasonc; to employ graph theorntic a.pprondws 
to i 1nagn s0~grnentation: 
l. Loco.l-global inf;cmction.s are well expressed by graph theoretic algo-
ritluns. Zalm [l] used a minimal spanning tree Oll a. weightnd graph 
to illustrate Gestalt clustering methods. T'lw term "G('otalt" derives 
from early theories of visual psychology which attempV;d to rcla.tc; local 
and global features of visual c;timuli in tenus of "rnles" which may lw 
best described as simple variational principles (c;.g., "lwc;t completion", 
d;c.). Zahn's results were irnpressive for the tillH\ cmning at the vnr.Y 
beginnings of modern image procesc;ing and clnsl.i;ring. 'l'lw ("'lltral 
wac;on for this success, we believe, is tlmt tlw minimal spanning tree 
defines ;.:t rninirnizing principle (c-~.g. 1 a tree of Ini.nirnal edge; wnights) 
which reopccts the global stmcturc of the prol>km set, allowing a sim-
ple local rule (e.g., cut the graph at peak values oflocal denc;ity mcasnre 
I 
[1]) to effectively cluster a set of feature vee tors. iVlany graph tlworetie 
a.ppwaches involve the use of global and local infmmation, as will he 
made explicit later in the present paper. As Zalm miginally pointed 
out, the important notion of Gestalt in image processing ·the rdation-
ship of the whole to the part seems to be an important ingredicmt m 
both biological and machine image processing. 
2. New algorithms f(ll' image proenssing may lw c:raJted from the large cor-
pus of well-explored algorithms which have been developed by graph 
theorists. For example, spectra.! graph partitioning was developed to 
aiel in design automation of cornputcrs [7] and has provided the foun-
dation for the development of the Ncuts algorithm [:3]. Similarly, graph 
theoretic methods for solving lumped, Ohmic electrical circuits lmsed 
on Kirchhoff's voltage and cunent law [8, D, 10, 11], form the basis 
for tlw method pwposed in this paper for solving the iso]wrimctric 
pwblem. 
3. Adaph·uc sarnpl'i.ng and spac:e-va.ria.nt vision requne a. "c:mllH'c.tivil.y 
graph" approach to allow image processing 011 sensor an:hitu:tnres with 
spa.ee-va.ria.nt visual sarnpling. SJHH:e-variant arc:hitnct11rcs l1a.vc~ l)c:c-:JJ 
intensively investigatc:d for application to com]mter vision for sevc•.ra.l 
decades [2, 12] partly because they offer extraordinary data compres-
sion. A sensor [12] employing a complex logaritlnnic visual sampling 
function can pwvidc equivalent peak resolntion to tlw workspace siz1: 
of a constant resolution sensor with 10,000 times the pixel count [1:l]. 
Hownver, even sin1plc: spa.ee-va.riant arc:hitc:c:turcs Jn·ovicln sig-nific:a.Jtt 
cha.llenges with regard to seusor topology and anti-aliasiug. 'l'lw cmr-
nectivity graph was pmposcd by Vvallacc et al. [2] as a geucrn.l algo-
rithmic framework for processing the data output fwm space-variant 
sensors. 'I'his architecture describes sensor pixels by a specific ncighbm-
hood connectivity as well as geometric position. Using this approadr, 
a. variety of image processing algorithms wen' ddirwd on an a.rbitrary 
pixel a.rcl1itecture, including spatial filtm·ing via the graph Laplacian. 
4. New o.n:hilccturc.s fo1· im.o.yc procc.s.sin.IJ may be ddiuecl that gmrcralize 
the traditional Cartesian design. Vision sensors arc generally based on 
fixed size pixels with fixed mt<; docks (i.e:., they arc space-invariant 
and synchronous). The space-invariant pixel design, as not1:cl above, 
can lead to a huge inefficiency when c:om]mrcd to a spatially adn.ptive 
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semsor (e.g., a foveal architectnre). A similar issne holds for tempo-
ral sampling, indicating that biological systems ouce again provide: a 
counterexample to current emgineering practice. n.etinal sensors are not 
synchronous, but are based on au asynchronous "integrate and fire" 
temporal design. They integmte the locally available inten:oity, am! fire 
when a fixed threshold is achieved. It is evident that this "just in time" 
strategy for temporal sampling will improve the average response speed 
of the ensemble of sensors. Presumably, a slight dilfercmce in respouse 
speed may translate to a significant difference in snrvival valne . .Jnst 
as in the spatial case, the temporal domain ean (and cloe~s, in animals) 
exploit an adaptive, variablr sampling strate~gy. In a eomputational 
context, this suggests the usc of graph tlworc>tic data strnctme>s, mther 
than pixels and docks. In turn, the flexible data stmctmes based on 
graphs, which arc familiar in conrputer graphics, have~ bemr relativdy 
unexplored in computer vision. The strnc:tme and algoritlnns of graph 
theory provide a natural language for space-time adaptive se>usms. 
1.2 Overview of Graph partitioning 
'.l.'he graph partitioning problem is to choose subsets of the vertex set sndr 
that. the sets share a minimal number of spanning edges while satisfying <l 
spe~cified cardinality constraint. Graph partitioning appears iu such diverse> 
Jidds as paralld pwcessing [14], solving sparse liuear syste>rns [JS], VLSl 
c:irmit design [Hi] and image segmentation [3, 17, G, :i]. 
Methods of graph partitioning may take cliJTcreut forms, depending ou tlw 
number of pa.rtitions required, whether or not the uodes haw c:oonlinate>s, 
and tlw cardinality constraints of the sets. In this pa.per, we> use l.he te>rm 
partition to refer to the assignment oJ' each node> iu the verte>x set into two 
(not ne>cessarily equal) parts. \Ve propose a pa.rtitioning algorithm termed 
isoperimetric partitioning, since it is de1rive>cl and motivated by the> c>epm-
tions defining the isoperimetric coustant (to be ddiuecllate~r). lsoperimetric 
partitioning does not n~quirc coordinate~ information about the> graph awl al-
lows orw to find partitions of an "optimal" cardinality instead oJ' a pre>ddincd 
cardinality. '.l.'lw isoperinretric algorithm most closely rc:se>mblcs spectral par-
titioning in its use and ability to c:rcate> hybrids with otlwr algorithms (e>.g., 
multilevel spectral partitioning [18], geometric-spclctral partitioning [HJ]), but 
requires the solution to a large, sparse system of equatious, ratlwr than solv-
ing the eigenvector problem for a large, sparse matrix. lu this paper we> will 
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devdop the isoperimetric algorithm, prove some of its properties, and apply 
it to problems in data clustering and image segmentation. 
1.3 The Isoperimetric Problem 
Graph partitioning has been strongly infimmced by propmties of a combina-
torial formulation of the classic isoperirnetric problem: P.inrl o. bonndu:ry of 
rninim.v.rn pcTirn.deT enclosing rn.a:r:im.al aTca. 
Deline the isoperimetric constant h of a manifold as [20] 
... 1881 h = mf -~. 
s Vols · 
(1.1) 
where 8 is a region in the manifold, Vols denotes the volume' of region 8, 
IDS'I is the area of the boundary of region 8, and h is tlw infimum of tlw 
ratio over all possible 8. For a comrmct manifold, Vol8 <: 1 Vohotal, and for 
a noneompact manifold, Vol8 < oo (see [21, 22]). 
'vVe show in this paper that tlw set (and its con1plcment) for which h takc;s 
a minimurn value; defines a good heuristic for data dnstc;ring and image; sc;g-
nwntatioll. In other words, finding a region of an inutgn that is sinn1ltannously 
both large (i.e., high volume) and that shares a small pc'rimeter with its sur-
roundings (i.e., small boundary) is intuitively appca.ling as a "good" image; 
segnwnt. 'T'hernfore, we will proc:ned by defining thn isopnrinwtric constallt 
011 a graph, proposing a new algorithm for approaching the; sets tlmt minimize; 
h, a.ncl dmnonstrate applications to data clustering and i1nage sngnwllta.ticm. 
2 The Isoperimetric Partitioning Algorithm 
A graph is a pair G = (11, E) with vmtic:es (nodc;s) 'll E V and edgc;s c: E 
E c;: 11 x 11. An edge, c:, spanning two vertices, v;. and v;, is dc;noted by 
c:;.;. Let n = lVI and n1. = lEI where I· I denotes cardinality. A weighted 
graph has a value (typically nonnegative and rca.!) assigrwd to c'<J.c:lr edge; 
called a weight. 'I'he weight of edge c;.:i, is denoted by w(cu) or w,.i· Sir1c:e 
weighted graphs arc more general than unweightcd graphs (i.e., w(cu) '" I 
for all c;.i E B in the 1mweightcd case), we will develop all our results for 
weighted graphs. The degree of a "''rtcx v;., denoted d;. is 
d.;= ~w(c:;.;) V c;:i E E. (2.1) 
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For a graph, G, the isoperimetric constant [21], he; is 
where 8 c 11 and 
I . 1. liJSI I.e;= 111 -\f·l , 
s () :,· 
1 Vol<;< - Vol 11 . ,_ - 2 
(2.2) 
(2.:l) 
Iu graphs with a finite node set, the infinmm in (2.2) IH>c:omes i\. rninirnmn. 
Since we will be computing only with finite graphs, we will lwuc:dorth use 
a minimum in place of an infimum. The bounda.ry of a set, 8, is ddined i\S 
DS = { c;.i li E 8, j E S}, where S denotes the set complement, a.ud 
IDSI = L w(c,.il· (2/1) 
In order to determine a notion of volmne for a. graph, a. metric nmst be de-
lined. Different choices of a metric lead to different definitions of volunw and 
<>vc>n different definitions of a combiuatorial Laplacian operator (sec [22, 2:l]). 
Dochiuk suggested [24, 25] two different notions of cmnbinatorial vohmw, 
Vol 8 =lSI, (') -) •-'• \) 
and 
Vol8 = L d;. V v; E S'. (2.G) 
'rhe combinatorial isopcrimetric constant based on equation (2.G) is what 
Shi and IVIalik call the "Average Cut" [3]. 'rlw matrix used in tlH> Nc:uts al-
gorithm to lind image segments correspclllds to tlw combinatorial La.placi;m 
matrix under tlw metric ddined by (2.G). Tra.ditioual spectral partitioning 
I2G] ern ploys the same algorithm as Ncuts, except that it usc>s tlw combinato-
rial Laplacian matrix defined by the metric associated with (2.G). In ap;rec>-
mcmt with [3], we find that the second metric (and hence, volnme cldinition) 
is more suited for irnage segmentation since regions of uniform intensity are 
given preference over regions that simply possess a large number of pixels. 
Therefore, we will nse Dodziuk's second metric definition and employ volmnc 
as ddincxl in equation (2.6). 
For a given set, 8, we term the ratio of its bonndary to its volume the 
isoperimetric ratio, demoted by h(S). The isoperimetric sets for a gm.ph, 
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G, are any sets 8 and S for whieh h(8) = hu (note that the isoperinwtric ;;ds 
may not be unique fm a given graph). 'I' he specification of a. "'t H<\.tiofyiug 
equation (2.3), together with its eomplemcmt may be; co!loiderecl a;; a po:rid·ion. 
and tlwrdore we will use the term interchangeably with tlw ;;pecifica.tion of 
a set satisfying equation (2.3). Throughout this paper, we' consider a good 
partition as one with a low isoperimetric ratio (i.e:., the optimal partition is 
represented by the isoperimetric: sets tlwrnsdves). Therefore', om goal is to 
maximize Vol8 while minimizing IDSI. Unfortunatdy, finding isopc:rimetrie 
sets is an NP-hard problem [21]. Our algorithm i;; tlwrdorn a hc:mi;;tic for 
finding a ;;et with a low isoperimetric ratio that runs in polyHomial time. 
2.1 Derivation of Isoperimetric Algorithm 
Define an indicator vector, :r;, that takes a binary value at each noclc 
{': 
if V; E ~~) 
:ri = if V; E 8. 
Note that a. specification of :r may also be considered ao a partitio11. 
Define the n. x n. matrix, L, of a. graph as 
if i, = j, 
ifc.;:i t~ 10', 
otherwise. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
'I'lw notation L,,,.i i;; used to indicate that tlw matrix L is IH•ing indexed by 
vmtices n; and v1. This matrix is a.loo known a0 the adnrittanee matrix in 
the context of circuit thc~ory or the Laplacian rnatrix (se(,, [27] for a rcvicow) 
in the context of finite difference rnc•tlrods (and in the ccmtext of [24]). 
13y definition of L, 
(2.9) 
and Vols =o /~'11, where d is the vector of node (kgrees. U ·r indicates tlw 
vector of all ones, maximizing the volnnw of 8 oul>.jcoct to Vols ::; ~ Vol 11 
~,/I'd may be done by asoerting tlw constraint 
T l 'J' :r d = _.,. 11. 
2 
(2.10) 
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Thus, tlw isoperimetric: constant (2.2) of a graph, G, may lw n'writtcm in 
t<Tms of the indicator vec:tor as 
:r'r L:r 
he = min --;--1. 1 
, 
:1: :r r, 
(2.11) 
subject to (2.10). Given an indicator vector, :r, them h(:r) is me~d to dcuote 
the isoperimetric ratio associated with tlw partition specified by :1:. 
'T'Iw constrained optimization of tlw isopc~rinwtric: ratio is made into a f"I·ee 
variation via the introduction of a Lagrange multipli<T ;\ [28] and relaxation 
of the binary definition of .T to take nonnegative real values by minimizing 
the eost function 
(2.12) 
Since~ Lis positive smni-definite (see, [29, 30]) aucl :r'~'cl is nomwgative, CJ(:r) 
will be at a rninimum for any critical point. DiJfenmtiating Q(:r) with resJH'ci. 
to :~: yields 
cJ(J(:1:) , 
-- = 2L:J: ~ i\cl. 
cl:l: 
(2.13) 
Thus, the problem of finding the :r that minimizes CJ(:l:) (miuiumlpartitiou) 
reduces to solving the linear system 
2L:J: = !\c!. (2.H) 
H.euccforth, \Ve ignore the scalar 1nultiplicr 2 aucl the scalar J\ Slllce: a.s we 
will sc~c~ later, we~ are onl.Y concPnlCcl with Uw rdahve valnc~s of tlw solntiou. 
Unfortuuatcly, tlw matrix L is singular: all rows and c:olnmus sum to 
zero (i.e.) the-: v<-~ctor '/' spans its nullspau~), so findiug a uuiqlH~ solution to 
e"pwtion (2.14) requires an additional eonstraint. 
vVe assume that the graph is connected, since the optimal partitions <n·e 
c:lcmdy each conneeted component if the graph is disconnected (i.e•., h(:r) '" 
hu '= 0). Note that in general, a graph with c: c:onrwctecl c:on1poncnts will 
c:mTc:spoud to a 1mrtrix L with rank (n ~c) [2D]. ]J we• arbitra.rily de•signal.<• 
a node, vy, to include in 8 (i.e., fix :ru = 0), this is rdle~cted in (2.1!1) by 
removing the qth row and column of L, denote~d by L0 , and the qth row of :r 
and d, denoted by :r0 and d0 , such that 
(2.15) 
which is a nonsingular system of equations. 
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Solving equation (2.15) for :r0 yields a real-valued solution that may he 
converted into a partition by setting a threshold (sec: hc:low for a discussion 
of different methods). In ordc:r to generate a c:lustering or st:gmc:nta.tion 
with more than two parts, the algorithm may be n:cursivc:ly applic:d to each 
partition separately, generating subpartitions and stopping tlw n:cmsion if 
tlw isopc:rimetric ratio of the cut fails to rnec:t a prc:determined threshold. vVe 
tenn this predetermined threshold the stop parameter and note that since 
0 :'.: h(:r) :'.: 1, the stop parameter should be in the interval (0, 1). Since 
lower valuc:s of h(2:) correspond to more desimble partitions, a stringent value 
for the stop parameter is small, while a large value pennits lower quality 
partitions (as measured by the isoperimetric ratio). In Appc:ndix 1 we: prove 
that the partition containing the node corTc:sponcling to the rnnoved row 
and colurnn of L must be conneetcd, for any drosc:n threshold i.e., the nodes 
corresponding to To values less than the chosen threshold form a connc:c:tc:d 
c:t)llll )()Jl c~11t. 
2.2 Circuit analogy 
Equation (2.14) also occurs in circuit theory when solving for the: dectrical 
potentials of an ungrounded circuit in tlw prc:sc:nce of current smn-ces [I 0]. 
After grounding a node in the cin:nit (i.e., fixing its potential to ~ero), cleter-
mirmtion of tire remaining poV:ntia.ls rc:quires a solution of (2.1G). 'I'lwn:forc:, 
we: n:f<:r to the node:, vq, for which we set :1: 11 cc.: 0 i\s the ground node. 
IOikc:wisc:, the: solution, :r.;, obtained from equation (2.1G) a.t uodc: n.;, will be: 
n:fc:rn:d to as the potential for node v.;. Tire need for fixing an :1:11 "" 0 to con-
strain equation (2.14) may be seen not only from tire necc:ssity of grounding 
a circuit powered only by current sources in order to find unique potentials, 
but also from the need to provide a bom1dary condition in order to lind a 
solution to Laplace's c\quation, of which (2.14) is a combinatorial analog. ln 
om case, the "boundary condition" is that the gromHlc:d node is fixc:cl to 
~ero. 
Define: the m. x n c:dge-node incidence 1natrix as 
8 
if i CC.C /;:, 
if j = /,, 
othenvi;-;c 
(2. JCi) 
mientation. As with the Laplacian matrix, !l"·J"'' is nst'd to indicate t.lmt 
the incidence matrix is indexed by edge c;-; and noek v". As a11 OJWrator, 
A may be interpreted as a combinatorial gradient opcorator and Jl'~' as a 
combinatorial divergence [31, 11]. 
Define the rn. x rn. constitutive matrix, C, as the diagonal matrix with 
the weights of cmch edge along the diagonal. 
As in the farniliar continuous setting, tlw cornbinatorial Laplacia11 is e"pr;d 
to the composition of the combinatorial divergenu' opcorator with tlw cmn-
binatorial gradient operator, L = A'~'Jl. The cm1.stitutive matrix ddines a 
weighted inner product of edge' values i.co., (y, Cy) for a vector of e"lf\e vahws, 
y [11, 10]. Therd(Jre, the combinatorial Laplacian operator f\CIH'ralizes to 
the combinatorial Laplace-Beltrami opemrtor via L = A'~'C A. The case of a 
uniform (unit) metric, (i.e,., equally weighted edges) rcoduces to C = I and 
L = A'~';1. Removing a column of the incidence matrix produces what is 
know11 a.s the reduced incidence matrix, !\0 [32]. 
\~lith this interpretation of the. notation usC\d above, the three funda-
mental equations of circuit theory (Kirchhoff's cuncont and voltage law a.nd 
Olnn';; la.w) may be writtc~n for a grounded circuit as 
A'~'·u (l. - f (Kirchhoff';; Current Law), (2.17) 
Cp y (Ohm's Law), (2. 18) 
jJ !lo:r (Kirchhoff';; Voltage' Law), (2LD) 
for a ve~ctor of branch current;;, y, culTC\nt soun:C\o, .r. and potc\ntial drops 
(voltages), J!. Note that there arc no voltage ;;onrccs pn;scnt in this fonrmbr.-
tion. 'I'lwse thn"' e:quation;; ma.y be' e:mnbirwcl into the linC\ar syste.m 
(2.20) 
since A'~'C;l = L [2D]. 
In summary, the solution to equation (2.15) in tl H'. isorwrimet.ric algori thrn 
is providc~d by the steady state: of a circuit wlwre each edge has a corrdnc:taJJc" 
equal to tlre edge weight and each node is attached to a current sonrcc of 
magnitud" equal to the degree (i.e., the sum of the conductaHc:<\8 of incident 
edges) of the node. The potentials that arc c;;tablishcd on tlw nodes of this 
circuit arc exactly those which are being solved for in equation (2.15). An 
example of this equivalent circuit is displayed in Figure 2.1. 
One final remark on the circuit analogy to (2. 15) follows from recalling 
M.a.xwcll's principle of least dissipation of pow"r: A circuit with minill!al 
() 
0 .. r ... 
0------c c> 
(a) (h) 
Figure 2.1: An example of a simple graph and its equivaknt circuit. Solving 
WJml.tion (2.15) (using the node in the lower left as ground) for the gra.pl1 in 
(a) is equivalent to comwcting the cin:uit in (h) nncl rea<ling off tlw pot<:ntial 
values at each node. 
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power dist>ipation provides a solution to Kirchhoff't> cmTe,nt and voltage lawo 
[:3:3]. Explicitly, solving equation (2.1:1) for 1: is equivalent to t>olving the 
dual nquation for y = CA:r. The power of the nquivalent circuit it> P •= 
Pn = y'~'C- 1 y t>nbjnc:t to the cont>traint from Kirchhoff's law that A'~'y =f. 
Tlwrdore, the y found by y = C ;b; also rninirni~es the above expression for 
y [11, 34]. 'fhnt>, our approach to minimi~ing the combinatorial isoperimetric 
ratio is identical to minirni~ing the power of the equivalent electrical e:irc:uit 
with the spe":ified current sources and ground [11]. 
2.3 Algorithmic details 
Choosing edge weights 
In order to apply the isoperimetric algorithm to partition a graph, the posi-
tion value's (for data clustering) or the image vahws (for image sc,gnwntation) 
must be emcoded on the graph via edge wejghts. Ddine the vector of data. 
changm, c;.:;, as the Eudidnan distance lwtwenn the scalar or vec:tor hdds 
(e.g., coordinates, image H.GB channels, imagn grayscale, etc:.) 011 noclm ·o; 
a.ncl ·o.i. Tj~or exarnple 1 if vve represent grayscale intnnsitins ckfhwd on c:n.c.h 
node with vnctor b, then c: = Ab. Vv'e mnploy the weightiug function [:l] 
( !J ) (?.'/.1.) w;.:i = exp - · c:;:i , __ 
where (1 represeuts a parametm· we' call scale. In ord('r to nmlw occe clwic:e 
of (3 applicable to a wide rangn of data sc'ts, we have found it lwlpful to 
nornw.lize tlw vector c. 
Choosing Partitions from the Solution 
'I'he biuary definition of :1: was extended to tlw real numbers in order to 
solve (2.15). Tlwreforc .. in mdcr to convmt the solution, :r, to a partition, a 
subsc,quent step must be applied (as with spectral partitioning). Convm.·sion 
of a potential vnctor to a partition may be ac:complislwclusing a threshold. 
A cut value is a valun, rr, sueh that 8 = {v;l:~:;.::; n·} and ;S' :.:.c {'n;.l:r; >II'}. 
The partitioning of 8 and S in this way may be' referred to as a cut. This 
thresholding operation ereates a partition from tlw potential vcctm, :1:. Note 
that since a connected graph connsponcls to an L0 tlmt is an i\11-umtrix 
[:30], and is thnrefore mmwtorw, L0'1 2 0. 'I'his result then implies that 
:ro = L() 1 do 2 0. 
Figure 2.2: Dumbbell graph with nnifonn weights 
Employing the tenninology of [:15], the standard apprmr.dws to cuttiug the 
indicator vector in spectral partitioning are to cut based on tlw merliau value 
( tlw median cut) or to choose a threshold snch that tlw n:sulting partitions 
lmve the lowest available isoperimctric ratio (the ratio cut). 'I'lw ratio c:nt 
method will dearly produce partitions with a lower isoperimetric ratio than 
tlw median cut. Unfortunately, because of the reqnired sorting of :r, the ra-
tio cut method requires C.J( n log(n)) operations ( assmning a hounded degree). 
The median cut method runs in C.J(n) tirne, hnt forces the algorithm to pro-
duce equal sized partitions, even if a. hd.ter cnt could lw realized dsewlwn,. 
Despite the required sorting operation f(rr the ratio cnt, the: operation is still 
very inexpensive relative to the wlntion of eqna.tion (2.15) for the range of 
Tl. we focus on (typically 128 x 128 to 512 x 512 images). 'I'hc:n:forc:, "'''have 
ehosen to employ the ratio cut rnethod. 
Ground node 
vVe will demonstrate that, in the: image processing contc:xt, the ground node' 
may be viewed from an attentional standpoint. !Iowever, in the more: gc'nc:ral 
graph partitioning context it remains unclear bow to clroose the ground. 
Anderson andl\!lorley [3G] provc:d that the spectral radius of L, p(L), s;ttislic:s 
p(L) :'0 2dmax, suggesting that grouuding the node of highest dc:grce may have 
the: most beneficial effect on the conditioning of equation (2.15). Empiric:a.lly, 
we have found that as long as the: ground is not along the ideal c:nt, a. partition 
with a low isopc:rimc:tric ratio is produced. 
Figure 2.3 illustrates this principle: using the dumblwll sha.pe (in Fignn' 
2.2) discussed in Checgm-'s semina.! paper [20] on tire rdatimdrip of tlw 
isopc:rimetrie constant and the eigenvalues of tlw Laplacian ou cmrtinuous 
manifolds. 'fhe left column (i.e:., (a), (c), (e), and (g) in Fignrc: 2.:3) slrows 
the potentials, :r, solved for using (2.15). The hrightc:st node on tlw gra.ph 
represents the: ground node. For the rest of the nodm, bright nodes <\T<' 
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closer to ground (i.e., have lower potentials) and dark nod<~s an' fmther from 
ground. Tlw right column (i.e., (b), (d), (f), and (b) in Figm·e 2.:1) shows the 
post-thn~sbold function where the ratio cut method has been employed. The 
top two rows indicate a random seleetion of ground nodes a.ncl the hottmu 
two represent pathological choices of ground nodes. Of the two pathological 
cases, the third row exarnple (i.e., (c) and (f) in Figun: 2.3) uses a. ground in 
the exact center of the neck, while the last row takes ground to he Oll<> node 
over from the center. Although the grounding in the exact c<~nter produces 
a. partition that does not resemble the known ideal partition, grounding one 
node over produces a. partition that is nearly the same as the ideal, as shown 
in the fourth row example (i.e., (g) and (h) in Figure 2.:3). This illustrates 
that the solution is largely independent of the choice of ground node, except 
in the pathological case where the ground is on tlw ideal cut. Moreover, it is 
dear that choosing a ground node in the interior of the balls is lwtt<:r than 
d10osing a. poiut on the neck, which corresponds in som<> s<>ns<' to onr ahow 
rule of choosing the point with rna.xirnum d<>gr<>c siucc a nod<> of high d(:gn:c 
will b<> in th<> "interior" of a region, or in an area of uniform i11tensity in the 
cont<:xt of image processing. 
Solving the System of Equations 
Solving i'quation (2.15) is th<> computational core of the algorithm. 11. n'-
quires the solution to a large sparse system of synrmetric '"Jna.tions wlH,n> 
the m1mlwr of nonzero entries in L will eqnal 2m .. 
Methods for solviug a system of equation fall generally iuto two categories: 
dircct and iterative methods [37, 38, 30]. Tlw f(mner arc gcn<>ra.lly lms<>d on 
Gaussiau elimination with partial pivoting while for the la.ttm·, tlw nwthod of 
conjugate gradients is arguably the best approach. Iterative proccdnrcs haw 
the advantage that a partial answer may l"' obtained at iHt<>rmec!iat<: stag<>s 
of the solution by specifying a limit on tlw mrmbcr of iterations allowi:d. 
'I'his fmr.ture allows one to trade speed for accnracy in finding a solution. 
An additional feature of nsing the method of cmrjngate gradients to solve 
cqnation (2.15) is that it rnay lend itself to dficicnt paralldiza.tion [:39, 40]. 
In this work, we used the sparse matrix package in TMMA'I'LAB [;ll] to find 
direct sol n tions. 
1:3 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
( ") (f) 
(g) (h) 
Figure 2.:1: An example of the effects on the solution with cliJfercnt clwicm of 
ground node for a problem with a trivial optimal partition. 'I'll<' left column 
shows the potential function (brightest point is ground) for several c:lJOices 
of ground while the right column shows thn'Sholdecl partitions. Uuifonn 
weights (!J = 0) were employed. 
Time Complexity 
Running time clcpcnds mainly on the solution to equation (2.15). A sparse 
rnatrix-vcctor operation depends on the number of nonzero values, which 
is, in this case, O(rn.). If we may assume a constant rmmber of iterations 
required for the convergence of the conjngate gradients method, tlw time 
complexity of solving (2.15) is O(rn.). Cutting the potential v<~ctor with 
the ratio cut requires a. O(nlog(n)) sort. Combined, tlw time cmnplexity is 
O(rn. + n log n). In cases of graphs with bounded degre<,, tlwn m. <; wl""'x 
ancl the time complexity reduces to (') (n log(n)). If a constant recmsion dq >th 
ma.y he assumed (i.e., a consistent number of "objects" in the scene), the tinw 
complexity is unchanged. 
Summary of the algorithm 
Applying the isoperimctric algorithm to data clustering or image segmenta-
tion may be described in the following st<~ps: 
L. Fine! weights for all edges using equation (2.21). 
2. Bnilcl tlH~ L matrix (2.8) a.ncl d vector. 
;). Choose: tlw nocln of la.rgnst dngrnn as tlw grounclnocle, v9 , and detcnniuc 
L0 a.ncl d0 by dimina.ting the row /colmmr corresponding to v". 
!J. Solv<' eqnation (2.15) for :1:0 . 
5. Threshold the potentials :1: at the value that giws partitions cmT<1-
sponding to the lowest isopcrimetric ratio. 
G. Cmrt:inuc recursion on each segment until the isoperimetric ratio of the 
subpa.rtitions is larger than the stop parameter. 
2.4 Relationship to Spectral Partitioning 
Building on the early work of Fiedler [42, 4:l, 44], Alon [4G, 4G] and C:hceger 
[20], who demonstrated the relationship betw<~en the S<1C01Hl smallest eigen-
value of the Laplacian matrix (the Fiedler value) for a graph and its isop<>ri-
metrie constant, spectra.! partitioning was one of the first successful graph 
partitioning algorithms [7, 26]. The algorithm partitions a graph by finding 
]. c ,) 
the eigenvector corresponding to the Fiedkr valne, tc,nned the Fiedler vec-
tor, and cutting the graph based on the value in tlw FiedlcT vc":tor associated 
with each node. Like isoperimctric partitioning, tlw output of tlw spectral 
partitioning algorithm is a set of values assigned to each node, which rnprire 
cutting in order to generate partitions. 
Spectral partitioning may be used [26] to minimize' the isoperinwtric ratio 
of a partition by solving 
Lz = Az, (2.22) 
with L defined as above and,\ representing the Fiedler value. Since the vector 
of all ones, r, is an eigenvector corresponding to the sma.lkst eigenvalne 
(zm·o) of L, the goal is to ilnd the eigenvector associated with the second 
sma.llmt eigenvalue of L. Requiring z''r = 0 and ;;'~'z = n may be viewed 
as additional constraints employed in the derivation of spectral partitioning 
to circ:mnvent the singularity of L (sec, [;J7] for <W explicit fonnnhtion of 
spectral partitioning hom this vic~wpoint). 'flwrcfon•, mw way of vic'lving 
the difference between the isoperimetric and tlw spcctmlmc•tlrods is in tenns 
of the choiec of an additional c.onstraint that allows one to circrunvent t.!Jc, 
singular 11atmc of the Laplacian L. 
Jn the context of spectral pa.rtitioninp;1 the illclicator vector ;:, is mmally 
defirwcl as 
{
-1 if v;. E :'.J, 
., -
'"i - '-1 
, if 'IJ·i. E 8 1 
(2.23) 
such tlra.t z is mthogona.l to ·r, for lSI = 11\11. 'I'lw two ddiuitimrs of tire 
indica.tm· vector (equations (2.7) and (2.2:l)) arc n:lal.cd i:lmrur;b :1: ,., j(:cl-r). 
Since r is in the rmllspacc of L, the definitions arc equivaknt up to a scaling. 
'I'hc Ncuts algorithm of Shi and lvlalik [:l] is essentially tlw spectmJ par-
titiouillg a.lgoritlnn, except that the• authors implicitly choose the metric of 
[25] to define a combinatorial Laplacian rnatrix nr.tlwr than tlw nwtrir: of [2/IJ 
typically usc"] to cldinc the Laplacian in spcc:traJ partitioninr;. Spccific:a.lly, 
the Neuts algorithm requires the solution of 
wlwrc D >= diag(d). 'I'lwrd'orc, a.lthough tlw SJWc1:ral aud Nerlls algorithms 
pmduee cliffm·cmt results when applied to a spcc:ilic r;raplr, they share• mmry 
i.lreorul:ical properties. 
Despite the remarkable success of spectral partitioning [2GJ, it has been 
poiutecl out. that there arc some signilicant probkms. Guattcry and Miller 
lG 
IJI!I!IDJ:: 
(a) 
(b) 
~~-------- . . .__._______. 
·---------------~·-·-~·~-· 
Figure 2.4: The "roach" graph (n = 20) illustra.tr;d herr; is a nwuliH>r of a 
family of graph;; for which spectral pmtitioniug is ]mown to fail to produce 
a partition with low isoperirnetric ratio. Uniform weights were used for both 
algorithms. (a) Solution using isoperirnetric algorithm. Ratio = O.l. (b) 
Solution using spectral algorithm. H.atio = 0.5. 
[48] proposed families of graphs for which spectra.! partitioning fails to pro-
duce the best partition. One of these is the> "roach" gra.ph shown in Figure; 
2.tl. This graph will alway;; be; pa.rtitionr;d by the; o]wc:tral mr;thocl iuto two 
symmetrical halves (using the median cut), which yidcls a subopt.ima.l parti-
tion relative to the; minimum i;;opr;rirnetric ratio critc>rion. For a roach with 
a11 cqual1uunher of "body" <-.tnd "antc~;nnae'; segnwnts, the sp(~ctra.l algorithm 
will always produce a partition with IDS'I c= C-l(n) (when> (-l() is the function 
of [4D]) instead of the constant cut set of two edges ohtainc>el by cutting the 
antennae from the body. Tcng and Spidmau [:JG] clemmr;;tra.ted that the 
spcdral approadr may be made to correctly pmtitimr the roa.dr graph if ad-
clitioual proccssiug is performed. 'T'he partitions obtaiucd from the ;;pectra.l 
and isoperimetric algorithms when applied to the roach gra.ph nrc> comparc>d 
iu Figure 2.4. The solution for the spectral method wa;; oi>tairwd from tlw 
IVIESHPAHT toolbox written by Gilbert, lvliller aucl 'feug jGO]. 'J'Iris example 
demonstrates that the isoperimetric algorithm performs iu a funda.nrent;1lly 
different manner from the spectral method and, at lc:ast in this case, ou tpc>r-
forrns it ;;igniJieautly. 
A sccoud differeuce is that the i;;operimetric method requires tire ;;olutiou 
of a. sparse linear system rather than the solution to tlw eigenvahw problem 
required by spectral methods of image scgmcntatiou [3, S, 4]. 'fire Lauczo;; 
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algorithm providco an excellent method for approximating the eigenvectoro 
corrcoponcling to the omalleot or largeot eigenvalues of a matrix with a time 
complexity comparable to the conjugate gradient method of oolving <l oparoc' 
system of linear equations [37]. However, solution to the eigenvector prob-
lmn is Ieos stable to minor perturbations of the matrix than the solutiou to a 
systmn of linear nquations, if the desired eigcmvc~ctor conespouds to au c:igen-
value that is very dose to other eigenvalues (see, [:37]). In fact, for graphs 
in which the Fiedler value has algebraic multiplicity grna.tcor than mw the 
eigenvector problem is degenerate and tlw Lanczos algorithm may convc,rge 
to any vc>ctor in the subspace spanned by the Fiecllm- ver:f;o·rs (if it couvergc's 
at all). A square lattice with uniform wcoights is an example of a graph for 
which the Fiedler value has algebraic multiplicity greater than uuity, <lS is 
the fully connected graph with uniform weights (see Appendix :l). 'I'lw au-
thors of [51] raise aclclitional concerns about the Lanczos method. Appconclix 
2 fonnally compares the sensitivity of the isoperimctric, spectral and Nc:uts 
a.lgori thms to a changing edge weight. 
3 Applications 
3.1 Clustering applied to examples used by Zahn 
\;\/hen lmrnans view a point cluster, certain groupings immediatdy cnwrgc. 
The properties that define this grouping have been clcsc:rilwcl by tlw Gcostalt 
school or psychology . Unfortunately, these ckscriptions arc not precisely 
cldincd and therefore finding an algorithm that can group clusters in the 
sanw wa.y has provcm vcwy diHicult. Zahn nsc~d his 111iuitnal spanning tn;c~ 
idem to try to c:aptmc tlwse Gc~stalt dustcrs [l]. To this end, he establislwcl a 
collection of point sets with clear duoter struc:tme (to a lmman), but whic:!J 
an' diUicult for a single algorithm to group. 
vVc stochastically generated point dusters to mimic: the c:hallc:ngcs /,alm 
issues to automatic dustering algorithms. For a set or points, it is not im-
mediately clear how to ehoose which nodes arc~ connected by codgcs. In order 
to guarantcoe a connected graph, but still malw use or local connections, we 
generated an edge set from the Dda.unay triangulation of the points. Edge 
weights wen' generated as a. function of Euclidean geometric distance, as i11 
cquaticm (2.21). 
The dusters and partitions are shown below in Fignrc :3.G. F;ac:h parti-
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i<'igure :J.G: An example of partitioning tlw Gestalt-inspired point sd clml-
lengm of Zalm using the isopcrimctrie nlgoritlmL Tlw x's and o's n~pn~sent 
points in diffc~rent partitions. j) = GO. 
tion is represented by a symbol, with the 'x's and 'o's indicating the points 
belonging to the sanw partition. Partitions wm·c~ generated using the median 
cut on a. single solution to (2.15). Ground nodc~s were chosen using the max-
immn ch:grec~ ruk discussed above. Of these dusters, it is shown in Figure 
3.5 that the algorithm performs as desired on all groups except the problmn 
in tlw seeond row of the second column that requires grouping into lirws. 
3.2 Methods of image segmentation 
As in the ease of point clustering, it is not dear, o. Jn"irJT"i, how to impose a 
graph structure on an image. Since pixels define the discrde input, a simple 
choice for nodes is the pixels and their values. Tmditioual rwighborhood 
connectivity employs a 4-conneetcd or 8-coruwcted topology [52]. Anotlwr 
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approach, taken by Shi and Malik [3] is to usc a fully conrwcted ne~ighborhood 
within a parameterized radius of each node. \~le chose to usc a minimal 4-
connec:tccl topology since the matrix L beconws less sparse as mon~ edge•;; 
arc added to the graph, and a graph with more edges requires more time to 
solve equation (2.15). Edge weights were generated from intensity values in 
the case of a grayscale image or from H.GB color values in the case of a color 
image using equation (2.21). 
A similar measure of partition quality has been employed by other authors 
[53, 54] to clcvdop image segrncnta.tion algorithms, but a clilfer<~nt notion of 
volnnw (e.g., the algorithm in [53] is defined only for planar graphs) mrd 
diffcnmt nwthods for aehieving good pmtitions under this metric of quality 
separate tlwir work from oms. 
"I'lrn isopcrimctric algorithm is controlled by only two parameters: the 
scale parameter (3 of equation (2.21) and the stop panunetm· used to e~nd 
the recursion. The scale affects how sensitive the algorithm is to changes in 
feature space (e.g., H.GB, intensity), while the stop parameter de~te•nnines tlw 
rnaxirnmn ac:c:epi:able isoperimetric: ratio a partition must generate in order 
to accqJi: it and c:ontinue the recursion. In order to illustrate the dependence 
of the results on pararnntnrization) a :-.;-weep of tlw two-dinwnsional paranw-
ter space was perfonnecl on individual natural images. An example of this 
par;-unetcr-swecp h-:1 shown using a natura.! i1nage) with tlw scale para.nwtc:r 
on the vertical and the stop parameter on the• hori%oni:al (Figure :l.G). lL call 
be seen that thn solution is si1nilar ovc~r a. broad raup;c~ ·with n~spnct to dm.ng-cs 
in scale and that the effect of raising the stop paramc:ter (i.e~., making more 
partitions admissible) is to generate~ a greal.er rnrmber of small partitiolls. 
3.3 Completion 
Study of the c:lassic: Kaniza illusion [55] suggests that lmnmns s"gnwllt ob-
jects based on something beyond perfec:tly connec:te"l e"lge c;le~murl:s. The 
isoperimetric algorithm was used to segment tlw irnag" ill l;'igme :3.7, usillg 
only one levd of recursion with all nodes corresponding to the black "ill-
duc:ers" rc•.move<l. In this case, choice of the~ gronncl node is impmtant: for 
detennining the single bipartition. If the ground noek is c:hosell inside tire 
illnsory triangle, tlw r"sulting pa.rtii:ion is the illusory triangle. Hmvc;vu·, 
if the ground is c:hosem outside, tlw triangle partition is not procluc:ccl, but 
instead a partition that hugs the~ conH~r in which tlw gromHl is located. ln 
this way, the ground node may be~ considered as reprc~semting smnc:thing lik" 
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(b) 
Fignn~ :l.G: (a) Image; uoc~cl to benchmark the dfcc:ts of' a dmHF;iug scale and 
stop pa.ranwtnr. (b) 'fhio tilc~d fignrc clemoustrates the n~sults of varying 
the scale (vertical) and stop (horiwntal) parametc~rs whcll processiug tlw 
image in (a), showing a large range of stable solutious. scale raHge: :HJO :lO, 
stop range: 1 x 10 -s.s 1 x 10 1 5 . 
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(a) (h) (c) 
Figure 3.7: The Kani~a triangle illusion with the single bipartition outlined 
in black and the ground node marked with a11 'x'. (a) The graph being 
segrnent<~d. (h) Isoperimetric partition usi11g a ground point in the; con1er. 
(c) lsoperimetric partition using a ground point in:;idr; the triangle. Uniform 
we~igbts (f! = 0) were employed in both case;:;, 
an "attentional" point, :;ince it induces a partition that favors the region of 
the ground node. However, note that these partitions arc compatiblr; with 
each other, suggesting that the choice of gwund may affect only the orclr;r in 
which partitions are found. 
3.4 Segmentation of natural images 
Having acldrc:;sed issues regarding stahility and r:omplr~tiem, we; proce•r;d to 
r;xa.mples of the segmentation found by the isopcrimetric a.lgoritlnn w]H;!l ap-
plied to Batura! images. Examples of the segnwntation fou11d by the isopcri-
mctric algorithm for some natural images arc displayed in I,'igurr; :1.8. All 
results in the example segmr;ntations were obtained nsing the sanw two pa-
rameters. It should be emphasi~ecl in cmnpariso11s of scgBWBtatioBS produced 
by the Ncuts algorithm that the authors of Ncuts make usc; of <t mm·r; fully 
connectr;d neighborhood as wdl as fairly sophisticatr;d spatial filtering (e.g., 
oriented Gabor filters at multiple scales) in onkr to aid in textural segnwn-
tation. The demonstrations with the isoperimdrir: a.lgorithm nsed a i><l'sir: 
1-connected topology and no spatial filtming at all. Conse<pwntly, tlw seg-
mentations produeed by the isoperimetric algorithm shonld he; e•xpc;r:tc;d to 
perform less well on textural cues. However, for ge~JH'nd grayscale imagm, it 
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appears to perform at least as well as Nents, bnt with increased nnnwrical 
stability and a speed advantage of more than one order of magnitnde (based 
on our TMJ\!)ATLAB implernentation of both a.lgorithms). Furthermore, be-
cause of the irnplementation (e.g., 4-connectecl lattice, no spatial filtering), 
the isoperimetric algorithm make:; use of only two paranwters, compared to 
the four basic parameter:; (i.e., radiu:;, two wr,ighting pararnders awl tlw 
recursion stop criterion) required in the Ncut:; paper [:3]. 
The asymptotic (formal) time complexity of Ncuts is ronghly the sanw a.s 
the isoperimetric algorithm. Both algorithms have an initial :;tagc in which 
nodal values are computed that requires approximatr~ly O(n.) operation:; (i.e., 
via Lanczos or eonjugatc gradient). Generation of the nodal vahws is follow"d 
in both a.lgorithms by an identical cutting operation. Using the n'1l\11A'l'LAB 
:;parse matrix solver for the linear systmn n'quirnd by tlw isoperimdric a.lgo-
rithm and the Lancws rnethod (l'Mi\ilA'l'LAB mnploy:; ARPACK [5Ci] for this 
calculation) to solve the eigenvalue probkut required by Ncuts, tlw tiiiH' was 
compared for a 10000 x 10000 L rnatrix (i.e., a 100 x 100 pixd image). Since 
other aspects of the algorithms are the same (e.g., making weights from tlw 
image, cutting the indicator vector, de.), and because :;olving for t.IH~ indi-
cator vector is the main eornputationa.l hurdle, we only compare the time 
required to solve for the indicator vector. On a l.!JGHz AMD Athlon with 
G12K H.AM, the time required to approximate the I''iedkr Vl,ctor iu eqna-
tiou (2.2tl) was 7.1922 ser:oncls while application of the direct solver to tlw 
isoperinwtric pa.rtitioning equation (2.15) required 0.58G:J seconds. lu tr>rms 
of actual computation tinw (using 'J'MMA'l'LAB), this result means that solv-
ing the crucial equation for the isoperimetric a.lgorithm is morro than an order 
of magnitude faster than solving tlw r:mr:ial l'quation required by tlw Nr:uts 
algorithm. 
3 " ,;) Stability 
Stability of the solution for both the isopr:rinwtrir: a.lgoritlnn and the SlH>c-
tral algorithms differs comiderably, as doe:; the JWitmbation mmlysis for tlw 
solution to a. system of equations vr~r:;us the solution to tlw eig"nvcr:tor prob-
lmn [37]. Differentiating equations (2.15) and (2.211) with respect to an l'dge 
weight n\veals that the derivative of the solution to the spectral (2.22) and 
Ncuts (2.2t1) equations is highly dependent on the cmTent Fiedler vahw, evr'n 
taking degenerate solutions for some values (sci' Appendix 2). By contrast, 
the derivative of the isoperimetric solution has no poles. Instability in spl,c-
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F'igure 3.8: Examples of segmentations prodnn~d hy the isopninwtric algo-
rithm usiug the same parameters (!J = 95, stop = 10 "). Our 'I'MiV!ATLAB 
implementation required approximately 10----15 S(:conds to sq:;nwnt {:ach im-
age. J\IJ ore segmentation results from tlw ~-:~amc database may 1 >y fomH l at 
http: I I eslab, bu, edulpublicationsl2003l grady2003isoperimetricl. lmap;ns 
may he obtained from http: I I eslab. bu. edu/resources/ imageDB/imageDB. php. 
tral methods due to algdmtic multiplicity of thc~ Fiedler valne is a common 
problem in implernentation of these algorithms (see [5:l]). This analysis sug-
gests that the Ncuts algorithm may be more unstable to mi11or dmngm in 
an image than the isoperimetric algorithm. 
The sensitivity of Ncuts (our implementation) and the isoperimetric a.l-
goritlnn to noise is compared using a. quantitative and qualitative measmc. 
First, each algorithm wa.'i applied to a.n artificial il!lage of a. white cin:lc on '' 
black background, using a 4-connected lattice topology. Increasing amounts 
of additive, multiplicative and shot noise were applied, ami the mnnber of 
segments output by eadr algorithm was recorded. H.c~sults of this comparison 
are rec:ordcd in Figure 3.9. 
In order to visually compare the result of the segnwntation algoritlnns ap-
plied to progressively noisier images, the isoperinwtric and Ncuts ;t!goritlmrs 
were applied to a relatively simple natnral image> of reel blood cdls. 'flw 
isoperimetric algorithm operated on a 4-connccte~cl lattice, while Ncuts was 
applied to a.n 8-connectecl lattice, since we had difficulty finding panundcrs 
that would cause Ncuts to give a good scgmeutation of the original imai'P if 
a '1-c:omwc:tecl lattice was used. 
In both cmnparisons, additive:, multiplicative, and shot noise were nsed 
to test the sensitivity of tlw two a.lgoritlnns to noise. 'I'he aclclitive noise was 
Y.enJ mean Gaussian noise with variance rauging from l 20% of the hrip;htest 
luminance. JVIultiplicativc: noise was introduced by multiplyinp; each pixc:l by 
a unit rncan Gaussian variabk with the sa.nw varia.ucc range as above. Shot 
noise was aclclecl to the: image: by randomly sdc:c:ting pixels that were fixc:d to 
white. 'I'Jw number of "shots" ra.ngc:cl from 10 to 1 ,000. 'l'he above disc:ussio11 
of stability is illustrated by the comparison in Figure: :no. Although additive 
and multiplicative uoise heavily de:graeks the solution found the Ncuts algo-
rithrns, the isoperimetric algorithm degrades more: gracefully. 'l'he prc:sc:uc:<: 
of even a significant amount of shot noise appe><ws to not seriously disrupt tlw 
isope.rirm~tric algorithm, but it significautly alfed.s the: c:mrve'J'(\C'.ncc: of N c.uts 
to any solution. 
4 Conclusion 
\Ve have presented a nc:w algorithm for graph pareitioning that attc:mpts to 
find sets with a low isopc:rimetric: ratio. Our algorithm was tlwn applic:cl to 
the problerns of data point dustc:ring and image sc:gnrcutatiem. 'I'hc: algoritlnn 
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(a) Additive noise 
I 
:1 
(b) Mnltiplicativc 110iNc 
(c) Shot noiNe 
Figun~ 3.9: Stability analysis relative to additi\1()) umltiplicativc: and shot nois(~ for an 
artificial image of a white circle 011 a black background) for which the corn;ct nnmher of 
sc:grnents should be one. The x-axis represents an increa,'iing: noise variance for the additive 
and multiplicative noiS(\ and an increasing number of '<shots;; for the shot noise. Tl1e y-
axis indicated the nmnber of segments found by each algorithm. 'l'lw solid liiH! n!pn:s(mts 
the results of tlw isopcrimetric algorithm and the dashed line represents the results of tlw 
Ncuts a.lgorithrn. The underlying graph topology was the t!.-connectc)d lattice; with /] ::::: ~J5 
for the isoperimetric algorithm and fJ = 35 for the Ncuts algorithm. NcnL-; stop criterion 
= Hr-· 2 (relative to the Ncuts criterion) a.ncl iso1wrinwtric stop crii;c)rion = Hr-.. r). Ju all 
c:a,o;es 1 the inoperirnetric a.lgorithm outperforms Ncnts 1 most dramatically in U)Sponsn to 
dwt noise. 2G 
Noise Image lso Ncnts 
(a) Additive noise (h) IVI ulti plica.Li v(: ( <:) Shot noise 
noi~e 
Figure> :LlO: Stability analysis relative to additive>, multiplicative> and shot 
uoisn. Each l'O\V rqn·c-;scmb-; an increasing <unonut of 11oisc~ of the appropri-
ate> type>. 'I'lw top row in e>ach subiigm<> is tlw sc'gnwntation found for tlw 
blood1. tif image pac:kaged with 'I'MlvJA'l'LAB (i.e., ~ero noise). Each figm<> 
is divided into three columns represrmting the image with noise, isoperi· 
metric sc'gmrmt.ation and Ncut.s segmentation from ldt to right respectivdy. 
'I'lw unrkrlying graph topology was the> ~1-comH,cted lattice for isoJWrimd-
ric segrne>nta.tion and an 8-conm,cted lattice for Ncuts sc'grne>nta.tion (chw to 
fa.ilme to obtain quality results with a !).connected lattice) with /! ··=• D:i 
for the isoperimetric algmithm and f! ··=• :.lG for the Ncuts a.lgorit.lnn. Ncuts 
stop criterion = 5 x 10 .z (relative to the Ncuts critc,rion) and iooperimetric 
stop criterion = 1o··G. 1\.eoulto were olightly better for additive nmse, and 
markc,dly better for multiplicative and shot noise. (a) Additive noise. (b) 
Multiplicative' noise. (c) Shot noioe. 
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was compared with Ncuts to demonstrate that it is fast<:r and more stable, 
while providing visually comparable results with less pre-prou;ssing. 
Developing algorithms to process a distribution of data on graphs is <tll 
exciting area.. Many biological sensory units are nmnmiformly distrilmted 
in space (e.g., vision, somatic sense) with spatial distribution often differing 
radically between species. The ability to develop algorithms that allow tlw 
designer a free hand in choosing the distribution of sensors (or data of any 
sort) represents a large step over existing algorithms that require; a regular, 
shift-invariant lattice. 
These initial findings are encomaging. Since the graph rqm;senta.tion is 
not tied to any notion of dimension, the algorithm applies equally to graph-
based problems in N-climensions as it does to problmns in two dinwnsions. 
Suggestions for future work are applications to segmentation in space-vaTiant 
architectures, supervised or unsupervised learning, :3-climensiorml segmenta-
tion of mesh-based objeets, and the segmcmta.tion/dustering of other areas 
that can be natmally modeled with graphs. 
Appendix 
1 Connectivity 
'I'lw purpose of this sccticm is to pwve that rcganllcss of lww a gronnd is 
dwsen, the partition containing the gronnckd uode (i.e., the set 8) mnsl, be 
cmmectecl, regardless of how a threshold (i.e., cnt) is dJOscm. 'l'lw strategy 
I'm showing this will be to show that every node has a path to gronnd snell 
that each node in that path has a. monotonically ckc:reasing potential 
Proposition 1 fl' Uw sci; of ver-tices, \1, ·i.s conncclcd then, fin o:ny n·, !he 
subqroph with vcr/;e:r set; N c;; 11 defined by N = {v, E Vl:r; < n:} i.s cml:ncc!.ccl 
when :r:o so.liis.fies Lo:ro '= fo foT any fo ;:> 0. 
'l'his pwposition follows directly from proof of the following 
Lennna 1 PoT wuw1·y node, Vi, lhcn: c:risls 11. Jmlh lo lhc .'JTO'IJ.'ll.rl node, v,n 
defined by .P; = { v;, v 1 , v2 , ... , v11 } such i;ho.l :r; ;:> :1: 1 ;:> :r2 ;:> . . . ;:> 0, when 
Lo:ro = .fo fo1· any fo ;:> 0. 
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l'mof: By equation (2.15) each non-grounded node assumes a potential 
( 1.1) 
i.e., tlw potential of each non-grounded node is equal to a nonnegative con-
stant added to the (weighted) average potential of its neighbors. Note that 
(1.1) is a combinatorial formulation of the Mean Vahw Theornrn [57] in the 
presemcc of sourees. 
For any conncetccl subset, S C:: 11, vq ~ S, demote the set of nodes on the 
bourHlary of s as s/, c v' such that S~; = {v; I re;; E 8' 3 Vj E S, 'I!; ~ s}. 
Now, either 
2. 3 V; E 81, such that T; :S min:r::i, V 'l!j E S by (1.1), since the graph is 
connected. 
'I'lH~refon\ ev(-~ry node has a pa,th to p;ro11nd with a mmJotonically dc~c:n~a.siug 
potential, by induction (i.e., start with S >= {v;) <1.Hd a.clcl node's with " 
nondeereasing potential until ground is reached). Ill 
2 Sensitivity Analysis 
Previous work in netwmk thcmy allows for a straightforward auil.lysis of t!Je 
sensitivity of the isopcrimctric, spectral, and Hormalize:d cuts algoritlnns. 
Here we specifically examine the seHsitivity to the e'<lge weights for tlwse: 
thrne algorithms. 
Scusitivity to a single, general pa.rilmeter, s, is ekvc:lopccl in this section. 
Seusitivity comrmtation for many parameters (e.g., all the we:ights in a graph) 
may lw obtained efficiently using the adjoint me:thod [58]. 
2.1 Isoperimetric 
Giveu the vc~ctor of dngn~ns, d, tlw Laplacia.n nw.trix, L, a.ud the n:dnu:cl 
Laplacian matrix L 0 , the iooperimctric a.lgoritlnn n:qnin:s the: solution to 
(2.1) 
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'fhe sensitivity of the solution to equation (2.1) with respect to a. p;nameter 
.s may be cktermined from 
8.1:0 DLo Dd0 
Lo -;;;-. = ~ --;;---. :1: o + -;;;-. . 
us u.S CJ8 
(2.2) 
Since L0 , :r:0 are known (for a given solution to equation (2.1) and':;~," rnay be> 
determined analytically, ~;";' may be solved for as a system of linear eqnations 
(since L0 is nonsingular) in order to yield the ckrivative at 11. point :r0 . 
2.2 Spectral 
The spectral method solves the equation 
(2.3) 
where .>- 2 is the Fiedler vahw. The sensitivity of the solution to cqnation 
(2.:l) to a parmneter s is more complicated, bnt proceeds in a similar fashion 
f'rorn tlw equation 
DL D:r iJ,\2 ih: ~:r + Le1 = --;----) :~: + ,\ 2 ~) . (2.il) (j.') ()8 ( ,') ( .') 
Tlw term 'jf:;t may be cakubtecl from the H.aylnigh qnoticnt fm ,\2 awl the 
chain rule. The Rayleigh qnotient is 
The chain rule determines U\1' by OJ!-, = iJ1\" <J," . 'rlris nmy h<> solwd by finding ( s ' ( s ( :c ( s %';· fmm the Rayleigh quotient via 
D.>-, , .. ·r r 2. :r 1 "(· .·r. ·) ·"·. ··~)-- = 2L:~: ( :~: T) ...... .L . ,.), .I. .1. .I .. 
< :r 
(2.G) 
[•;quation (2.G) allows us to solve for ':;: via <><Jlliltions (VJ) nnd (2.li) 
(2.7) 
Equation (2. 7) also gives a system of linear eqnations which may be solvccl 
f'm ~:; ,;ince all the other terms are known or may bn cktnnninncl a.rw.lytically. 
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2.3 Normalized Cuts 
T'hc normalized cuts algorithm [3] requires the solution to 
(2.8) 
where D is a diagonal vector with D11 = c/.;. In a similar fashion to the a.bovr: 
treatment on the spectral algorithm, the sensitivity of :1; with respect to a 
parameter s may be ddennincxl using the Rayleigh quoticmt and tlw chain 
rule. 
Employing the chain rule, taking the derivative of equation (2.8) with 
respect to 8 and rearranging yields 
']' ) 
( u-luy}_ (D/\2 :r+.\2) I c::J: = Fh as 
(
')_iJl_._J_l_/.J .. J .. _' .. · , DL. ') 
_ iJs , --1-D'-;T,-D' T. (2.9) 
Again, this is a system of linear equations for %_;. [<'or Ncuts, the c•igen-
value corresponds to JJ-1 LJJ·-1 instead of L, so ';~,' nmst be rr:ccnupnted 
from the Rayleigh quotient. The result of this caknlatiou is 
I - - J 'f' ~ i.J !J'i·,-('1' 'l') -.,. J. • ' • ' • ' • ,, (2.1 0) 
2.4 Sensitivity to a weight 
Using the results above, it is possible to ann.lyzc; the dfect of a s]wcific pa-
' nuneter by finding· iJ1
1
', LJhl and iWJ ., for the specific parnuwtc;r in i[lH'stimL 
. - ( s { s ( s 
The value for iJ1i;" is determined from ~~; simply by dddiug the row and col-
mnn corresponding to the grounded node. F'or a specific weight, w 1J, these 
quantities becmrw 
( Dd ) {I Dwij v; = 0 
ancl 
if cu is incident on '/Ji 1 
otherwise) (2.11) 
(2.12) 
Tlw matrix i;:,;;_, equals the L matrix of a graph with an r:rlge set reduced to 
just B = { c;.;}. The degree of node v;. is spc~cified by rL;. 
Equations (2.2), (2.4) and (2.9) demonstrate that the derivative of tlw 
isoperimetric solution is never degenerate (i.r~., tlw left !mud side is a.! ways 
nonsingular for a connected graph), whereas the deriv<ttivr~ of the spr:r:tral 
and normalized cuts solutions may be degenerate dependiug on the current 
state of the Fiedler vector and value. 
3 Fully connected graphs 
Tlw isoperimetric algorithm will proclncr~ <m unbiasc~d solution to equation 
(2.15) when applied to fully connected graphs with unifonn weights. Any 
set with ca.rclinality c:qnal to half the cardina.lity of the vertc:x set and its 
cornplmrwnt is an isoperinwtric set for a fully comwcted graph with uniform 
weights. F'or a unifonn edge \:veight 1 w(ci:i) = 11: for all ci:i E .8 1 the solution 1 
:1:0 , to nquation (2.15) will be :r:.; = 1/1\·. for all v; E 11. Tlw usc: of the median 
or ratio cut nrcthod will choose half of tlw nodes a.rbitrarily. Although it 
should be pointed out that using a median or ratio cut to partition a vr:r:tor 
of randomly assigucd potentials will also produce: <'<]11<11 sized (in this c:;we 
optimal) partitions, the solntion to eqnation (2.15) is nnique for n specified 
gronud (in contrast to spcr:tral partitioning or Ncuts, which has n- 1 soln·-
tions) and explicitly givr~s no node~ a prdc~ruH:r: since all IJH~ potentials an' 
equal. 
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